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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
O medo transformado, Técnica mista s/ tela, 
La peur transformée,Technique mixte sur toile
149 x 119 cm, 2004 
Ref.: S111
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Curatorial Project –  2018

Ernesto Shikhani, Lizette Chirrime, 
Reinata Sadimba and Tchalé Figueira: 
4 generations of artists coming from 2 
African Portuguese-speaking countries. 
3 visual arts medium – clay sculpture, 
painting, tapestry, made by 2 men and 
2 women. 
At a time when the discussion about 
“centers” and “peripheries” is on the 
agenda, it is increasingly recognized the 
importance of new ideas and aesthetics 
coming from the “periphery”.
It is also necessary to go after, to the 
ancestry of thought and creation, woven 
outside the western circuit, outside 
the reigning historical consensus, to 
establish a new global order, embracing, 
fair and unequivocal.
We walk to the abandonment of a 
reductionist denominator of Euro-
American centrality, as a phenomenon 
of poignant development and in this 
context, it becomes important to 
show Africa and the modern and 
contemporary manifestations of its 
diversity. 
In this case, the Africa that Mozambique 
and the island of Cape Verde contains 
and that is certainly distinctive from 
the one that the other countries on 
this gigantic continent contains.
Expose the African artists is something 
urgent. Especially the ones most deeply 
rooted in their heritage and that were 
able to establish a new way of artistic 
creation. Especially the ones that have 
contributed to the emergence of 
other contemporary visual languages 
in their country, capable of assimilate 
a contemporary and international 
environment that is often hostile to 
anyone that does not came from the 
Western centralism.

This principle embodies these four 
artists: Ernesto Shikhani, Lizette 
Chirrime, Reinata Sadimba and Tchalé 
Figueira. 
In spite of being part from different 
generations and use different medium 
of expression, they all, are founders 
of an international Africa. An Africa, 
which transcends all stereotypes, to 
renew itself without falling into myriad, 
without falling into the temptation to 
flee to modern places, ephemeral in 
technologies and with mutant visual 
languages.
From Ernesto Shikhani, we present a 
core of paintings and draws produced 
by the artist in the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s 
that demonstrates a constant search 
for new ways in his own journey, as 
an artist and as a man concerned 
about the issues that were put to the 
contemporary African societies. In his 
work, Shikhani makes us realize the 
importance of a search for cultural 
identity and knowledge as inherent 
values in a sustained and sustainable 
development.
His painting develops from the end of 
the 1960’s. Begins with a meticulously 
crafted figuration and a kind of human 
bestiary, in some cases zoomorphic 
(and close to the plastic universe of 
Reinata). Then, until 1975, the clamor, 
the contestation of the dictatorial 
political regime of the time, became 
progressively visible. Ghostly figures, 
twisted, vociferous, urging the viewer 
to action and to complicity. 
After the independence of Mozambique 
(1975), Shikhani brings an inscription of 
narratives where traces of the anguish 
of the people starts appear, devastated 
by the scarcity of resources, famine and 
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Reinata Sadimba (1945, Mozambique)
Sem título, Cerâmica e grafite, 
Sans titre, Céramique et graphite,
30 x 27 x 30 cm, n.d.
Ref.: R125
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by an endless civil war. The figuration, 
however, becomes more luminous and 
at the same time more human and 
less grotesque: the pantomime is now 
almost absent, as the dictatorial regime 
has fallen.
Despite the fact that it is a work full 
of abstract elements, in this period 
the human figures are more clear and 
defined. It contains again an appeal: 
redemption. 
In the late 1990s, with the permanent 
establishment of a society without 
war, Shikhani’s work experiences a 
last figurative journey, this time having 
elements that move away almost 
completely from the previous narrative 
and formal structures. However, it 
still maintains figurative lines. There 
are images that are almost like sacred 
illuminations, with a spiritualized and 
ethereal character. It is the construction 
of beauty that needs to be done and 
that is what the last characters of 
Shikhani call for. 
They are almost incorporeal figures, 
with lyrical tones but simultaneously 
loaded with tension and apprehension. It 
is therefore in a natural and predictable 
process that Shikhani comes to the total 
pictorial abstraction, at the final stage of 
his life, specifically from 2000. It looks 
that he is saying that after wars, famine, 
reconciliation, what really matters, after 
all, is the inexplicable world of dream, 
fantasy, desires and drives. In addition, 
the individual yearnings, submerging 
fears, creating embellishments, 
populating themselves with emotions 
and glittering chimeras. All this said in 
an explosion of color, in a splendorous 
profusion of luminous, resolute, striking 
features because they are living, timeless 
traits. 
In his work, we can identify a thread of 
the same kind the one saved Ariadne 

and can save us. In his deep desire for 
redemption, the author bequeaths us 
the unceasing search for a constructive, 
positive way to a better world where 
each of us may have the right not only 
to dignity but also to full life.
Lizette Chirrime was born and grew 
up in Maputo, where African printed 
fabric is pervasive. Like many feminist 
artists that often embraced alternative 
materials that are traditionally and 
historically more connected to the 
female gender, she combines the 
textiles and found objects in her 
symbolic abstract works, which draw 
inspiration from her journeys and 
dreams.
Creating artworks and performances 
using paint and sewing has always been 
an important process for her and the 
interplay between textiles, abstraction, 
and art as a therapeutic and spiritual 
tool, all make Chirrime’s art unique 
and distinctively African. 
The artist from Mozambique 
represents a promising and talented 
generation that is committed on 
playing a significant role in today’s 
society.
From Reinata Sadimba, we present 
the most recent ceramic and graphite 
sculptures where the author creates 
singular and unrepeatable narratives, 
involving human (trans)figuration all 
the time. Works impregnated of a 
surrealizing, symbolic and pantheistic 
atmosphere (we might say accidentally 
western).
Sparsely inspired by real stories of 
ordinary people with whom she 
crosses, Reinata shapes her works 
according to her peculiar imaginary, 
full of legends and fables that arise in 
dreams – since her childhood, when 
she inhabited the vast and inhospitable 
Mueda at the Makonde Plateau.
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Lizette Chirrime (1973, Mozambique)
Sem título,Técnica mista sobre tela
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur toile,
134 x 174 cm, n.d.
Ref.: LCH008

Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
48 x 65 cm, 2018
Ref.: TCH11
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Finally, Tchalé Figueira is a frontal, 
pragmatic and observant artist, whose 
vast pictorial collection recognized in 
several countries, reflects his own way 
of being and painting 
Performed in distinct phases, his works 
are created through the influence of 
historical +and social events, inspired 
by the artist’s experience of a place 
or by the surroundings. Most of the 
characters portrayed in his painting 
are a myth created by his peculiar 
imaginary.
The works we will present at AKAA 
belong to the Tchalé Figueira series 
called “War Is Stupid”, consisting of 
about 20 frames of big dimensions. 
“War is always a concern I have as an 
artist and as a citizen of the world to 
express what comes to my heart,” he 
says. Considering himself as a “pacifist”, 
this series is the author’s artistic cry 
against the war.
The importance of presenting these 
artists come at a time when the art 
world is on a massive increase of 
interest in the work of modern and 
contemporary African artists.
However, on a deeper reflection 
it becomes evident that the most 
explored geographies of African art 
are focused towards an Anglophone 
and Francophone perspective of 
modern and contemporary African 
art. Portuguese-speaking (Lusophone) 
artists from Africa are still poorly 
represented.
This absence tells us that there is being 
built an erratic African art cartography 
and is urgent to have an embracing 
perspective from the various existing 
“Africas”. This project intends to 
represent the Lusophone art in the 
bases of its historical evolution. For 
this reason, we have chosen to include 
modern and contemporary works of 
their representative artists, namely 

Ernesto Shikhani, Lizette Chirrime, Reinata 
Sadimba and Tchalé Figueira.
These artists are included in the 
Lusophony’s Collection, owned by Perve 
Gallery (Lisbon). A collection that has been 
built precisely on the idea of contribute 
to expand the possibilities, the limits and 
the borders of African Art as we see it 
nowadays.

Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
40 x 30 cm, 2001
Ref.: S126
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Premier mai,, Técnica mista s/ tela, 
La peur transformée, Technique mixte sur toile
148 x 117  cm, 2004 
Ref.: S110
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Ernesto Shikhani was born in 1934 and died in 2010 in Mozambique. He began 
to devote himself to sculpture under the stewardship of the Portuguese master 
sculptor Lobo Fernandes at the Art Center. In 1963, he became Professor’s Silva 
Pinto assistant. He was contemporary of the recognized Mozambican artists 
Malangatana and Alberto Chissano. 
His work is not subsidiary of any style, more than its roots, there are signs of a 
very personal path. Presenting himself as strongly nationalist, faced many obstacles, 
always chasing ideals of freedom. His latest paintings show traces and colors often 
aggressive, vibrant with radiant light. Their shapes are lush and detailed.
From 1970, he begins to concentrate on sculpture he kept on doing until the late 
1990 decade, when he is diabetes’ diagnosed. His first solo exhibition took place 
in 1968 in Mozambique’s capital city.
In 1973, he received a scholarship from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in 
Lisbon, where he held a solo exhibition. It is important to mention that the art 
grant was taken from him after the Political Police of the dictatorship found the 
exhibition to be subversive, which force him to leave back those artworks in 
Portugal with a close friend until they were found by Perve Galeria, more than 
30 years later.
In 1976 he moved to live in the 2nd most important city in Mozambique, the city 
of Beira, where he remained for a few years doing some of his most important 
large scale public artwork’s monuments such as the bass-relief mural, made in 
concrete, about the Portuguese colonialism in Mozambique, installed in the 
Weddings Palace.
Until 1979, he has directed drawing classes at the Auditorium-Gallery in the city 
of Beira, Mozambique. In 1982, he was given a six-month scholarship in the former 
USSR.
In 2004, Perve Galeria held a retrospective exhibition of his 40 years of painting 
and sculpture. Also showed was a video documentary directed by Cabral Nunes 
between 1999 and 2004. This short 15 minutes film addresses his plastic art and his 
existential path in a very personal level and it is a rare document about Shikhani, 
which was in fact a very shy artist. The documentary shows also interviews with 
him and a few critics along with images of his amazing public art.
In 2015, five years after the death of Ernesto Shikhani, marking also the 40th 
anniversary of independence of his country, Mozambique, Perve Galeria made 
a solo exhibition, showing five decades of his artistic production. More than 50 
works (paintings, drawings and sculptures) were displayed, highlighting an unusual 
sculpture pattern and a set of original paintings on paper that reports to his initial 
creative phase (1960’s decade). 
His work is represented in the National Museum of Art of Mozambique, African 
Art Collection of Caixa Geral de Depósitos (Lisbon), Centre for Surrealism 
Studies / Cupertino de Miranda Foundation (Famalicão) and several private 
collections within and outside of his country.

Ernesto Shikhani
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
61 x 86 cm, n.d. 
Ref.: S217

Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
n.d. , n.d.
Ref.: S325

Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
40 x 30 cm, 2001
Ref.: S138
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
60 x 40  cm, 2005 
Ref.: S157
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
61 x 43 cm, 2005
Ref.: S181

Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
60 x 40 cm, 2005
Ref.: S155

Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
61 x 86 cm, 2000
Ref.: S215
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
61 x 43 cm, 2005
Ref.: S169
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
40 x 30 cm, 2002
Ref.: S139
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Ernesto Shikhani (1934-2010, Mozambique)
Sem Título,  Técnica mista s/papel, 
Sans titre, Technique mixte sur papier
51 x 34 cm, 2003
Ref.: S229
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Lizette Chirrime (1973, Mozambique)
Sem título,Técnica mista sobre tela
Sans titre,  Technique mixte,
60 x 122 cm, 2016
Ref.: LCH006
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Lizette Chirrime was born in 1973 in Maputo, 
Mozambique, where she grew up and attended 
commercial school until the age of seventeen. 
Creating artworks using paint and sewing has always 
been an important pastime for her and she never 
received a formal arts education.
In 2004, she was invited to participate in her first 
solo exhibition in Mozambique and in 2005, she 
accepted a three-month residency at Greatmore 
Studios in Cape Town, South Africa.
Chirrime now lives and works in Cape Town.
She creates large-scale textile-driven works on 
canvas. It consists of abstract forms rendered in 
a collage of printed fabrics from Tshwe-tshwe to 
other so-called African prints associated with dress 
on the continent.
“These abstract forms evoke the human body and 
my identity-responsive practice where I refashion 
my self-image and transcend a painful upbringing that 
left me shattered and broken. I literally ‘re-stitched’ 
myself together. These liberated ‘souls’ are depicted 
‘dancing’ on the canvas, bringing to mind, well-
dressed African women celebrating”, says Chirrime.
The interplay between textiles, abstraction and art as 
a therapeutic and spiritual tool all make Chirrime’s 
art unique and distinctively African.
“I grew up under very harsh conditions, angry 
and afraid of life and with no self-esteem. I was a 
wounded person. I started gardening and drawing 
and this became my therapy. As a young adult, I found 
myself on an island off the coast of Nyambane in 
Mozambique where I lived on my own for months. 
Here I started facing nature and understanding that I 
am part of nature and that I could conquer my fears 
feeding off the strength of this very nature that I am 
part of. I kept myself busy during the days creating 
artworks out of found materials. This is where the 
healing process started.
I eventually returned to Maputo and started making 
and selling unique clothing items. These became 
sought-after and I was invited to participate in a 
group exhibitions and related events.
My work is guided and influenced by water, the 
female and a combination of happiness and sadness”, 
she says.

SOLO EXHIBITIONS
• 2016  A Sinfonia da Alma 
Liberta II (Sounds of a Free Soul) at 
Worldart Gallery, Cape Town.
• 2012  A Sinfonia da Alma 
Liberta at the Centro Cultural Franco-
Moçambicano (CCFM), Maputo.
• 2004  Metamorfose de saco 
at the Associação Moçambicana de 
Fotografia (MMF), Maputo.
SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
• 2017  35, Lizamore and 
Associates, Johannesburg
• 2017  City lights…and 
shadows, Stephen Welz, Johannesburg
• 2017  Dress code, Gallery 
MoMo, Cape Town
• 2013  Roots at Instituto 
Camões, Maputo.
• 2012  Sombres Movimentos 
e Senhos at Centro Cultural 
Americano, Maputo.
• 2007  Africa South at the 
Association of Visual Arts (AVA), 
Cape Town.
• 2006  Face(in) at the Castle 
of Good Hope, Cape Town.
• 2005  Colour me at 
Greatmore studios, Cape Town.
• 2004  Women who make 
art at the Museu Nacional de Arte 
(MUSART), Maputo.
PERFORMANCES
• 2017 South South, Goodman 
Gallery, Cape Town
• 2017 (Don’t) look back, 
Gallery MoMo, Cape Town
• 2017 Wattle Daub, Gallery 
MoMo, Cape Town
• 2017 Essence Festival, 
Durban
SPECIAL HONOURS
• 2017 Bright Young Things 
Award (finalist)

Lizette Chirrime
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Lizette Chirrime (1973, Mozambique)
Sem título, Técnica mista sobre serapilheira
Sans titre,  Technique mixte sur toile de jute
189 x  67 cm, 1990
Ref.: LCH002
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Lizette Chirrime (1973, Mozambique)
Sem título,Técnica mista sobre tela
Sans titre,  Technique mixte,
60 x 122 cm, 2016
Ref.: LCH006

Lizette Chirrime (1973, Mozambique)
The idea of Mozambican peace (Pomba da Paz para Celebração da “Flag of the World”), 
Técnica mista sobre tela
L’idée de paix mozambicaine,  Technique mixte sur toile de jute,
132 x 181 cm, 2017
Ref.: LCH004
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Reinata Sadimba (1945, Mozambique)
Sem título, Cerâmica e grafite, 
Sans titre, Céramique et graphite,
23 x 19 x 31 cm, 2017
Ref.: R110
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Reinata Sadimba, the most important Mozambican sculptor 
and greatest icon of African art, was born in 1945 in a 
small village on the Mueda plateau, of the Makonde race, 
Mozambique. 
Daughter of farmers she first received the traditional 
Makonde education that included making objects in clay. As 
a child, her mother introduced her to handmade ceramic 
utilitarian objects, to which she escaped from a life of marital 
abuse, becoming one of the most creative and prolific artists 
in her country, by making use of these early influences.
Following the departure of her husband, and the death of six 
of her eight children during the war of independence, Reinata 
Sadimba began to make clay figures (traditionally men’s work 
among the Makonde).
With the end of the civil war in 1992, she returned from 
Tanzania, where she had emigrated to, and settles in Maputo, 
where her career makes a remarkable advance thanks to 
the support of Augusto Cabral, then director of the Natural 
History Museum of Mozambique. Through pottery, the artist 
could then freely express her affections and views on the 
world.
Reinata Sadimba’s pieces deeply reflect the Makonde 
matrilineal universe, reconfigured by a painful personal 
experience and a fertile imagination, addressing, in both 
a traditional and modern fashion, the topics of social and 
individual identity - particularly of women -, as well as the 
primordial connection to the land.
Although the Makonde’s attribute the main part in society 
to women, in Mozambique, and in Tanzania, sculpturing is 
still a “man’s job”. Maybe that is the reason why no one took 
Reinata Sadimba’s art too seriously at first.
However, in 1975 she initiates a deep transformation in her 
ceramics becoming known worldwide by her “weird and 
fantastic forms”. 
Reinata Sadimba is now considered one of the most important 
women artists of the entire African Continent. She has received 
several prizes, exhibited her work in Belgium, Switzerland, 
Portugal or Denmark and her work is represented in several 
institutions from the National Museum of Mozambique, to 
the Portuguese Ethnographic Museum, Culturgest’s Modern 
Art Collection or Lusophony’s Collection and in numerous 
private collections around the world.

Reinata Sadimba
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Reinata Sadimba (1945, Mozambique)
Sem título, Cerâmica e grafite, 
Sans titre, Céramique et graphite,
32 x 21,5 x 13 cm , n.a.
Ref.: R128
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Reinata Sadimba (1945, Mozambique)
Sem título, Terracota e grafite
Sans titre, Terre cuite et graphite
34 x 21 x 22 cm, 2017
Ref.: R114
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Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
160 x 170 cm, n.d.
Ref.: TCH21

Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
170 x 164 cm, n.d.
Ref.: TCH24
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Tchalé Figueira was born in 1953 in 
Mindelo, on São Vicente island, Cape 
Verde. He moved to Switzerland in 1974 
to study at the Basel School of Design, 
where he took his Fine Arts degree in 
1979. Since 1985, he is living and working 
in Mindelo, his hometown, where in 2014, 
he opened his own gallery, “Ponta d’ 
Praia”.
Tchalé Figueira is not only a visual artist, 
he is also a musician and a poet. He 
published Tous les naufrages du monde 
(All the shipwrecks of the world), in 
1992, Là où les sentiments se rencontrent 
(Where the Feelings Meet) in 1998, and 
then L’azur et la mer (The Blue and the 
Sea) in 2001.
He is also a fiction writer and published 
his novels Solitário and Ptolomeu e a 
sua Viagem de circumnavegação in 2005. 
In 2010 he edited the book Contos de 
Basileia and, in 2013, the novel A Índia que 
procuramos.
His artworks as a painter are characterized 
by bright colors and distorted figures 
that are located in an abstract scenario, 
a mixture of real life and imagination. 
Figueira denounces political and social 
issues, usually by representing them in an 
exasperate way, taking inspiration from 
the dynamics of local life.
His work has been shown all over the 
world, in Europe, Africa, the United States 
and Brazil.
In 2008, he received the Fondation 
Blachère award at the Dakar Biennial.

Tchalé Figueira 

Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ 
cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique 
mixte sur carton,
48 x 65 cm, 2018
Ref.: TCH10, TCH12, TCH14
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Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
48 x 65 cm, 2018
Ref.: TCH20

Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
48 x 65 cm, 2018
Ref.: TCH09



Tchalé Figueira (1953 , Cape Verde)
Sem título da série “War is Stupid”,  Técnica mista s/ cartolina,
Sans titre de la série “La guerre est stupide”, Technique mixte sur carton,
170 x 204 cm, n.d.
Ref.: TCH22
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